
Understanding the fantasies and realit ies about a mili tary homecoming
Homecomings are exciting and happy times. But they can be difficult times, too. Changes of any kind 
can be hard for a family, even change that you look forward to. On the left are thoughts that show how 
people wish homecomings would always be. Many people fantasize or daydream about how perfect a 
homecoming will be. On the right are thoughts that are more realistic, and show that homecomings can 
be difficult, even when they are happy.
Draw a line from each thought that is a “fantasy” to the thought that is more realistic about the situation.
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 Understanding the fantasies and realities  
 about a military homecoming

Homecomings are exciting and happy times. But they can be difficult times, too. Changes of any 
kind can be hard for a family, even change that you look forward to. On the left are thoughts that 
show how people wish homecomings would always be. Many people fantasize or daydream about 
how perfect a homecoming will be. On the right are thoughts that are more realistic, and show that 
homecomings can be difficult, even when they are happy.  

Draw a line from each thought that is a “fantasy” to the thought that is more realistic about the 
situation. 

6.

1.  Kids are always the first 
priority when a parent 
comes home from the 
military. 

2.  There are never 
arguments when there is 
a homecoming, because 
everyone is so happy.

3.  Kids always have fun at a 
homecoming.

4. Homecomings are always 
easy because everyone is 
happy.

5.  You are always overjoyed at 
a homecoming.

A.  Homecomings are usually very 
happy times, but there are 
sometimes difficulties too.

B. Even though you may be filled 
with joy at a homecoming, you 
can have other feelings too.

C.  Sometimes kids can feel 
uncomfortable at a homecoming, 
and not sure of what they 
should do.

D. Everyone has different feelings 
and needs at a homecoming, and 
although kids are important, 
they do not always feel like they 
get enough attention.

E.  Even when people are happy, they 
can still have misunderstandings 
and arguments.

Answers: 1=D, 2=E, 3=C, 4=A, 5=B
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